
Car reversing kits give you support, but don't
rely on them entire$, says Matthew Steen
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ver the past few years, we've
all heard oftragedies where
a car has accidentally
reversed over a child. A car

reversing kit includes a camera that you
attach to the rear ofthe car, along with
a monitor for viewing. When the reverse
gear is seiected the monitor powers up,
showing the camera's view.

Our testing of car reversing kits found
that, while they're helpful in reducing
blind spots, you cant rely on them
entirely. Itt best to combine them with
multiple ultrasonic proximity sensors and
commonsense - before reversing, check

your rear view, keep an eye out
over your shoulder and ensure
your children or pets are out ofthe way.

One of the major downsides to all
reversing cameras on test is the lack of
viewing angle. When an obstruction
was behind either rear wheel, we
couldn't see it in any of the models,
which is where proximity sensors rvould
come in handy. On the fliPside, a wide
viewing angle of more than 140" side
to side, tends to create a fish-e1'e effect
that decreases the picture qualitr'.

Some models on test can be used
with multiple cameras, rr hich is
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particularly useful when towing a

caravan or boat. With the addition
of extra cameras, the monitor screen
is spiit so you can see all the camera
angles. The ElinzT Monitor HD has
a large seven-inch monitor to better
display the vision from multiple
cameras. Of course, having extra
cameras will add to the cost.

If you're comfortable around car
electronlcs, you may be temPted to try

installing these kits yoursell but
the instructions can lack detail

We strongly recommend
having them professionally
installed for the best possible
result, even though this will

add up to a couple ofhundred
dollars to the cost ofthe kit.

Most of the cameras are installed on
the licence plate or bumper bat area,
while the monitors can be mounted on
the dash or windscreen, or ciipped
on the rear-view mirror. However, the
Carkitco actually replaces the rear-view
mirror, and is difficult to install. We'd
heard of complaints about electronic
interference with these kits, but after
trying indicators, mobile phone calls,
listening to the radio and using the
window wipers, we didn't find any
interference that compromised
their use.

These are useful devices and,
combined with multiple proximity
sensors, are a safet,v addition CHOICE
would like to see become standard in
all new cars. For detailed information
about other rer.'ersing aids, log on to
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#*h ur tester, Peter Horvath, tests the angLe, visibi[ity and picture quatity
h"-S of each modeI using a rig. Visibitity is tested in bright dayLight as t^ieLl

as in dimLy lit situations. we atso test for etectronic interference f rcrn turning
indicators, mobite phone caLts, windscreen wipers and the in-car raClo'
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